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This paper introduces a novel deep learning architecture, named DIGITNET, and a large-scale digit 
dataset, named DIDA, to detect and recognize handwritten digits in historical document images written 
in the nineteen century. To generate the DIDA dataset, digit images are collected from 100, 000
Swedish handwritten historical document images, which were written by different priests with different 
handwriting styles. This dataset contains three sub-datasets including single digit, large-scale bounding 
box annotated multi-digit, and digit string with 250, 000, 25, 000, and 200, 000 samples in Red-
Green-Blue (RGB) color spaces, respectively. Moreover, DIDA is used to train the DIGITNET network, 
which consists of two deep learning architectures, called DIGITNET-dect and DIGITNET-rec, respectively, 
to isolate digits and recognize digit strings in historical handwritten documents. In DIGITNET-dect 
architecture, to extract features from digits, three residual units where each residual unit has three 
convolution neural network structures are used and then a detection strategy based on You Look Only 
Once (YOLO) algorithm is employed to detect handwritten digits at two different scales. In DIGITNET-rec, 
the detected isolated digits are passed through 3 different designed Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 
architectures and then the classification results of three different CNNs are combined using a voting 
scheme to recognize digit strings. The proposed model is also trained with various existing handwritten 
digit datasets and then validated over historical handwritten digit strings. The experimental results show 
that the proposed architecture trained with DIDA (publicly available from: https://didadataset .github .io /
DIDA/) outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.

© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In the last two decades, there has been tremendous escala-
tion in digitalization of handwritten documents to preserve the 
valuable historical information [1]. Even though the use of digi-
tal documents is convenient and efficient and they can improve 
the ability to preserve valuable old documents and ease the ac-
cess, it is of great importance to develop handwritten recognition 
methods to make historical manuscript images available for in-
dexing and searching, which lead to efficient information retrieval. 
More specifically, to achieve this objective, a handwritten recogni-
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tion framework must automatically extract textual (e.g. characters, 
words, and sentences) and/or numerical (single- and multi-digits) 
contents from handwritten document images. However, this is a 
very challenging problem due to large intra- and inter-intensity 
variations as well as inter-class similarities and intra-class dispari-
ties in images.

In the context of handwritten document image analysis, one of 
the most important and well-known problems is to detect and rec-
ognize digit strings in the handwritten document images [2]. Digit 
detection and recognition have been used in many applications 
such as document indexing based on dates (e.g. document date, 
birthdate, marriage date and death date) and automated reading of 
postal codes and amounts in bank cheques, tax forms, and census 
forms [3]. In order to avoid time-consuming and inefficient search 
processes, it is a vital task to develop an automatic handwritten 
digit string detection and recognition system. Therefore, this pa-
le under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a Swedish historical handwritten document written in 1802 and 1803.
per proposes a new deep learning based framework to resolve the 
corresponding problem.

Generally, automatic handwritten numeral string recognition 
frameworks can be classified into two different categories: 1) seg-
mentation-based and 2) detection-free recognition approaches [4]. 
In the former one, many methods based on image processing tech-
niques have been developed to automatically separate digits and 
then recognize the isolated digits [5,6]. Typically, in this approach, 
methods consist of four different steps: 1) pre-processing (e.g. im-
age de-noising), 2) digit detection, 3) feature extraction, and 4) 
classification. Amongst these four steps, the most critical one is 
the detection step since the performance of the recognition ap-
proach highly depends on the accuracy of the detection techniques. 
Detection of individual digits on digit strings is a challenging prob-
lem since there are many issues such as touching digits, arbitrary 
orientations, various digit scales, significantly variant aspect ra-
tios of digits, existence of digits with partial appearance in digit 
images, digit overlapping, ink flying in time, bleed-through, faint 
digits and many others. All these complexities bring difficulties in 
accurate positioning and recognition of individual digits. The lat-
ter approach has been applied to recognize the numeral strings 
without pre-processing and detection steps [7,8]. Note that, our 
proposed framework focuses on detection-based digit string recog-
nition in Swedish handwritten historical document images (see 
Fig. 1).

1.1. Related works

To recognize digits in document images, many segmentation-
based digit string recognition methods have been proposed and 
developed. For instance, Kim et al. [9] proposed a segmentation-
based handwritten digit string recognition approach of connected 
two digits. The handwritten digit string image is first binarized 
and then separation points between two touching digits have been 
obtained using counter analysis, candidate break points analysis, 
and ligature analysis techniques. The method has been applied 
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to 3, 500 touching pairs of handwritten digits of the NIST SD19 
database [10] and the results show that the method provides high 
detection accuracy to separate two touching digits into individual 
digits. Lacerda et al. [11] presents an algorithm for segmentation of 
connected handwritten digits based on a feature extraction tech-
nique. In this method, two different features are obtained using 
skeletonization and self-organizing maps. The first feature extrac-
tion is used to extract topological and geometric features in digit 
images whereas the second one is employed to extract features at 
touching regions. The results show that the method can deal with 
several types of touching digits. However, these two methods only 
consider segmentation of touching digits and they do not consider 
other important issues in the context of handwritten document 
image analysis. A segmentation and recognition system has been 
presented for unknown-length handwritten digit strings [12]. In 
order to segment the digits, configuration touching points between 
the digits have been considered and three different segmentation 
techniques such as contour analysis, sliding window Radon trans-
form and histogram of the vertical projection are used. These three 
different segmentation techniques are combined to obtain the final 
segmentation results. Finally, the Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
classifier is used to recognize the segmented digits. Merabti et 
al. [13] proposed a handwritten numeral digit segmentation and 
recognition system for unconstrained handwritten connected dig-
its. The method finds two structural features which are used to 
find possible cutting points of connected digits. The performance 
of the segmentation approach is evaluated using a digit recogni-
tion method which is the Fuzzy-Artificial Immune System (Fuzzy-
AIS). The method is applied to the handwritten digit database 
NIST SD19 [10]. Generally, the existing segmentation-based digit 
recognition methods only focus on detection and/or recognition 
of touching digits, broken digits and unknown-length handwrit-
ten digit strings in modern document images. However, historical 
handwritten document images consist of many other challenges 
such as large variations in paper texture, document aging, hand-
writing style, digit thickness, orientation, and digit appearance 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of different challenges for digit segmentation and recognition: (a) broken digits, (b) single-touch digit, (c) multi-touch digits, (d) degradation, (e) ink 
flowing, (f) faint, (g) overlapping, (h) size variability, and (i) digits without artefacts.
along with ink bleed through, stains and faded inks, which makes 
the state-of-the-art methods not applicable in historical document 
images. Moreover, handwritten digit instances in document images 
often lie very close to each other, making them very difficult to 
separate via existing methods. Fig. 2 illustrates some of these chal-
lenging issues. Moreover, state-of-the-art methods have been using 
image processing techniques to detect the digits and this strategy 
makes the automatic handwritten digit string recognition methods 
not efficient and not reliable. Therefore, it is necessary to apply a 
learning based approach to detect the digits.

Recently, segmentation-free digit string recognition models 
have also been proposed and developed to recognize numeral 
strings. In this approach, it is necessary to use large amount of 
training data in order to obtain high accuracy rate since there are 
100, 1.000 and 10.000 possible n digit combinations from 0 to 9, 
when n is two, three and four, respectively. However, it is very dif-
ficult to find such a large dataset but this dataset can be created 
synthetically to resolve this issue. The synthetic data is gener-
ated using single digit database (e.g. NIST) where digit images 
are size-normalized. However, in the real numeral string recog-
nition problem, handwritten digits are with different sizes and 
they may have corrupted with various artefacts which increase 
the complexity of the problem. Based on segmentation-free digit 
recognition approach, Hochuli et al. [14] designed four different 
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to analyze the performance 
of the recognition performance without employing digit segmen-
tation. Matan et al. [15] designed a Convolutional Neural Network 
for large input fields containing unsegmented characters. The re-
sults show that the recognition accuracy of the method is 66% for 
3000 images of ZIP Codes. Another segmentation-free method is 
given by Choi et al. [7] where an ANN strategy with 100 hidden 
layers is used to model double-digit strings. In this work, to train 
the ANN model, a synthetic training dataset is generated by com-
bining pairs of double-digit numbers from the NIST dataset. The 
results show that the recognition accuracy on 1374 pairs of digits 
is 95.3%. Ciresan et al. [8] proposes a CNN approach to recognise 
double-digit strings. To train a 100-class CNN model, a synthetic 
double-digit string dataset base on the NIST dataset, which in-
cludes 200, 000 isolated digits and the touching pairs images, is 
used. Many other handwritten digit segmentation methods have 
been applied [16–20].

1.2. Contribution

This paper presents a new automatic handwritten digit string 
recognition framework, called DIGITNET. The proposed framework 
is, to the best of our knowledge, the first work in which the CNN is 
designed to separate numeral strings to single digits in document 
images and recognize them. The proposed method has two steps 
which are: 1) DIGITNET-dect, in which a new learning architecture 
based on residual networks [21] and the YOLOv3 detection algo-
rithm [22] is designed and 2) DIGITNET-rec, in which an ensemble 
CNN digit recognition framework based on three CNN models and 
3

majority voting is used. To train the proposed DIGITNET architec-
tures, a new historical handwritten digit dataset (DIDA), which 
consists of 250, 000 single digits, 25, 000 images with bounding 
box annotations, and 200, 000 digit strings, is introduced and used.

The main contributions and strengths of the paper are summa-
rized as follows:
1) The paper proposes a new automatic historical handwritten 
digit detection and recognition framework named DIGITNET.
2) We design the DIGITNET framework based on deep learning net-
work architectures which includes DIGITNET-dect and DIGITNET-
rec. The DIGITNET-dect is used to detect the digits in historical 
handwritten document images and the DIGITNET-rec is used to 
recognize the detected digits.
3) We introduce the largest publicly available handwritten digit 
dataset (DIDA), which provides a large number of highly diverse, 
accurate and detailed annotations of digits and digit strings in his-
torical document images.
4) This is a time-saving and cost effective work in the big data ap-
plications for the industrial-based companies which are archiving 
handwritten document images. For instance, the Arkiv Digital com-
pany in Sweden has collected over 90 million historical Swedish 
handwritten document images and this number increases every 
single day. Thus, the automated digit string recognition system can 
be practical and useful for such companies to search for dates and 
numbers in handwritten document images.

2. Big image database and dataset generation

In the last few decades, various standard handwritten digit 
datasets have been generated which are usually used to resolve 
segmentation, detection, and recognition problems. The most im-
portant and well-known existing handwritten digit datasets are 
MNIST [23], NIST SD19 [10], and USPS [24] which are also publicly 
available to the optical character recognition research community. 
Note that, extensive research about the existing handwritten digit 
datasets can be found in [25]. These datasets are constructed from 
non-degraded handwritten documents written by rollerball and 
ballpoint pens with clean background and modern handwritten 
styles. Moreover, these datasets are size normalized. These charac-
teristics of existing datasets simply limit the application of existing 
methods for handwritten digit detection and recognition in his-
torical documents analysis where the variability and complexity 
becomes more prominent. Therefore, to support the research in 
handwritten digit detection and recognition, it is vital to create a 
new digit dataset based on historical documents to solve the prob-
lem of the existing ones.

2.1. Big handwritten document image database

Arkiv Digital (AD) is a Swedish company which is recording 
the handwritten Swedish church, census, military, and court docu-
ments as images using digital cameras [26]. The images have been 
captured in RGB color space with the resolutions of 5184 × 3456
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Fig. 3. Illustration of part of Swedish historical handwritten document written in 1897. Red boxes show cropped single digits in ARDIS dataset. Green boxes show 10 different 
selected regions used to fuse the ARDIS digits. Blue boxes depict the undesired characters and digits deleted in the cropped images. (For interpretation of the colors in the 
figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Illustration of digit values from 0 − 9: (a) DIDA, (b) size-normalized and cleaned handwritten digit dataset (MNIST, USPS and ARDIS).

Fig. 5. Illustration of fixed-length digit string images (year digit strings).
pixels. The recorded documents are dated from 1186 to 2016. The 
AD large-scale handwritten document image database consists of 
more than 90 million Swedish historical document images. In this 
case, the database has 90, 000, 000 × 5184 × 3456 × 3 pixels which 
is very hard to process with a human effort. The large-scale image 
document database is certainly a very important and valuable re-
source for different researchers in the various research areas such 
as genealogy, history, and computer science [26].

2.2. DIDA: historical handwritten digit dataset

The DIDA dataset has been collected from the Swedish histor-
ical handwritten document images between the year 1800 and 
1940 and it is the largest historical handwritten digit dataset 
which is introduced to the Optical character recognition (OCR) 
community to develop handwritten digit recognition methods. This 
dataset is the extended version of the ARDIS digit dataset [26]. The 
ARDIS dataset [26] has been verified and shown as a unique and 
different digit dataset which consists of 7600 single digits. How-
ever, the main issue of this dataset is that there are only 7, 600
single digits and it is not enough to obtain an efficient and effec-
tive deep learning detection model. Therefore, this dataset must be 
extended and labelled to train a deep learning-based detection al-
gorithm. To generate DIDA, 250, 000 single digits (see red boxes in 
Fig. 3) and 200, 000 multi-digits are cropped from different doc-
ument images. Note that, the DIDA dataset is publicly available 
to the research community to further advance handwritten digit 
detection, segmentation and recognition algorithms (publicly avail-
able from: https://didadataset .github .io /DIDA/). The DIDA dataset 
consists of 3 different subdatasets: 1) single digit samples, 2) digit 
string samples, and 3) digit images with bounding box annota-
tions.

Dataset I: This dataset contains only single digit samples. To 
construct this dataset the handwritten digits from 0 to 9 are 
manually cropped from 100, 000 Swedish document images (red 
boxes in Fig. 3) and labelled. This subdataset involves isolated, con-
nected, broken, and overlapped digits. Moreover, the digit images 
4

are recorded without size normalization and denoising. Therefore, 
the digits are recorded with many artifacts such as noise, dash 
lines, partial view of other digits, bleed-through, faint and others. 
Existing of such artifacts in the dataset is vital as in the real-
world problem the digits can be corrupted with many artifacts and 
discarding them can decrease accuracy of detection and recogni-
tion algorithms. Furthermore, the DIDA dataset has 200, 000 hand-
written digit samples with 10 different classes from 0 to 9, and 
each class contains 20, 000 single digit images. To the best of our 
knowledge, this dataset is the largest one to present handwrit-
ten single digit samples in RGB color space with the original sizes 
and appearances. This simply in contrast with the existing publicly 
available handwritten digit datasets, where the digit images are 
size-normalized, denoised and cleaned so they can not be used in 
real world cases (see Fig. 4 (a)). This dataset is generated in order 
to resolve handwritten digit detection and recognition problems in 
the document images.

Dataset II: This dataset consists of multi-digit strings which 
is divided into two parts: 1) fixed-length and 2) variable-length 
digit strings. The former one includes the four digit or year strings 
which are appeared on the top-left and top-right on the Swedish 
handwritten document images with two different forms: 1) en-
tirely handwritten, and 2) typewritten with handwritten. Fig. 5
depicts several year digit string samples written in both forms. 
In order to create 4-digit year string dataset, a supervised-based 
learning approach has been applied to automatically detect the 
years on the top-left and top-right of 100, 000 Swedish handwrit-
ten document images. Then, the detected year digit strings are 
cropped with the size of 240 ×210 pixels and stored in the original 
structure. The fixed-length digit string dataset contains 130, 000
samples where they are manually labelled. The label vector is one-
dimensional array of the corresponding years on each document. 
The latter one consists of 70, 000 variable-length handwritten digit 
strings with minimum length of 2 digits and maximum length of 
10 digits, shown in Fig. 6. These digit strings are manually col-
lected from any location on Swedish document images except the 
year digit strings locations. To the best our knowledge, this is the 

https://didadataset.github.io/DIDA/
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Fig. 6. Illustration of variable-length digit string images.

Fig. 7. Illustration of annotated single handwritten digit samples in the 416 × 416 images involving positive (digits) and negative (background) samples.

Fig. 8. Illustration of superimposed digit strings as test images for deep learning object detection algorithms.
first real handwritten multi-digit dataset that contains numerous 
issues such as single-touching, multi-touching, faint, degradation, 
broken, isolated, overlapping, variation of digit size to detect, seg-
ment and recognize the digit strings. Moreover, they are stored in 
the original form and manually labelled. Overall, Dataset II con-
tains 200, 000 fixed-length, and variable-length digit strings which 
can be used by researchers in various applications such as digit 
segmentation from digit string samples, image binarization, and 
digit string recognition.

Dataset III: To the best of our knowledge, this is the first digit 
dataset created for the use of object detection algorithms. To gen-
erate this dataset, firstly, 100 different historical document images 
are randomly selected and then in each selected image, 10 regions 
of interests are cropped to 416 × 416 pixels (see green boxes in 
Fig. 3). Note that, these images initially should not include any 
digit so they are deleted in the cropped images as shown with 
the blue boxes in Fig. 3. Next, each 10 digits from dataset I are 
manually superimposed to one of the cropped images which is 
shown in Fig. 7 and then bounding box coordinates and labels 
are recorded. This simply generates 25, 000 augmented digit im-
ages for all digit classes. In this paper, the heights and widths 
of the augmented and digit images in dataset I are denoted as 
Haug = 416, Hdigit , Waug = 416, and Wdigit . Moreover, to gener-
ate the ground-truth label, the category numbers as well as digits’ 
normalized coordinate, width and height are saved in a text file 
with the following format: [category number] [digit center in X (X)]
[digit center in Y (Y )] [digit width (W )] [digit height (H)]. These co-
ordinates are formulated as follows:

dw = 1

Waug
(1)

dh = 1

Haug

X = xdigit + (xdigit + Wdigit)

2
× dw

Y = ydigit + (ydigit + Hdigit) × dh

2

5

W = Wdigit × dw

H = Hdigit × dh

where xdigit and ydigit are the top left coordinates of the super-
imposed digit in the augmented image. It is important to mention 
that each text file consists of 10 labels. The main reasons that the 
digits are not labelled in the original historical church documents 
are threefold. The first reason is due to the large resolution of the 
original documents which is 5184 × 3456 pixels. This large resolu-
tion document images can massively increase computational cost 
of object detection algorithms and cause memory shortage prob-
lem. The second reason is to avoid down-sampling which changes 
the appearance and characterizes of the digits. The third reason 
is that in many documents some digits cannot be labelled due to 
bad appearance of digits. Therefore, these digits will be used as 
negative samples in detection algorithms which can lead to low 
detection accuracy. Furthermore, multi-digit images in dataset II 
are also fused on the cropped images which are used as testing 
data (see Fig. 8)). Note that, bounding box coordinates and label of 
each digit in multi-digit images are recorded.

The DIDA dataset has several advantages over the existing 
handwritten digit datasets (e.g. MNIST, USPS and ARDIS) includ-
ing 1) it is the largest historical digit dataset with 250, 000 sam-
ples, 2) it contains 200, 000 multi-digit dataset cropped from the 
Swedish historical document images, and 3) it can directly used 
object detection algorithms as the digit bounding box annotations 
are recorded.

3. DIGITNET: digit detection and digit string recognition

The purpose of this work is to detect individual digits in the 
digit strings and recognizing them in order to have automatic in-
dexing. In this manner, the handwritten Swedish historical docu-
ment images in ARKIV digital company database can be easily in-
dexed and automatically sorted via date or any other digit strings. 
Moreover, people can easily search information based on birth-
date, death-date or document recorded date in the documents. 
Digit segmentation and recognition in historical document images 
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Fig. 9. Proposed handwritten digit detection network architecture. In layers, f and s denote filter size and stride, respectively.
are very challenging tasks because of highly visual complexities 
such as document aging, bleed through, faint, and large variations 
in handwriting styles, paper textures, and digit appearances. All 
these complexities bring difficulties in accurate positioning and 
recognition of individual digits. To overcome these difficulties, a 
new two-stage framework, called DIGITNET, is proposed to au-
tomatically detect (DIGITNET-dect) and recognize (DIGITNET-rec) 
handwritten digits in Swedish handwritten historical document 
images. In DIGITNET-dect, a 2-scale regression-based deep detec-
tion method with a new deep residual network model is used, 
whereas, in DIGITNET-rec, an ensemble CNN architecture is uti-
lized.

3.1. DIGITNET-dect: digit detection network architecture

Currently, regression-based deep CNN methods (e.g. [22,27–33]) 
have been widely used in object detection problem. Amongst all 
methods, YOLOv3 object detection framework [22] is one of the 
most effective object detection algorithms in terms of speed and 
accuracy, as it encompasses many of the best techniques in com-
puter vision literature [34]. To date, YOLOv3 [22] and its lighter 
version (YOLOv3-tiny) have been used for detecting and localiz-
ing objects in a wide range of application areas including medical 
imaging [35], remote sensing [36], natural scene images [37], and 
many others [38–40]. However, to the best our knowledge, this 
work is the first success attempt to use YOLOv3 detection strat-
egy [22] to detect handwritten digits in historical document im-
ages.

YOLOv3 framework [22], which is a one step process, is pro-
posed to predict the bounding boxes and class probabilities simul-
taneously from the input image. This framework splits the input 
image into G × G cells which are used in a 2D fully convolu-
tional neural network architecture to predict 3 bounding boxes for 
each cell. Besides of this, if the cell contains an object, a condi-
tional class probability for C classes is estimated. In this manner, 
the network predicts center coordinates (x, y), width and height 
(w, h) and a confidence score for each bounding box. The confi-
dence score is defined as the product of the probability that the 
bounding box contains the object of interest (objectness score) 
and intersection of predicted box and ground truth box (IoU). In 
contrast to other YOLO versions, YOLOv3 [22] predicts the ob-
jectness score for each bounding box using a multilabel classifi-
cation approach based on logistic regression rather than softmax 
to better model the data. The model in this framework returns 
a tensor of shape G × G × (3 × (4 + 1 + C)). In the final step of 
6

YOLOv3, the fine tune bounding box(es) is generated using thresh-
olding class-specific confidence score and non-maximum suppres-
sion. Note that the class-specific confidence score, which reflects 
how possible the object belonging to the class exists in individual 
box confidence, is estimated via the product of the individual box 
confidence and conditional class probability.

YOLOv3 [22] predicts bounding boxes at 3 different scales using 
a network architecture which combines residual [21] and feature 
pyramid networks [41]. This network architecture contains 75 con-
volutional layers and 31 other layers including shortcut, concatena-
tion, upsampling, and detection. In this network model, detections 
are taken place at layers 82, 94, and 106 where the cell sizes are: 
13 × 13, 26 × 26, and 52 × 52, respectively. It is worth to note 
that the first detection layer detects the largest objects, the second 
one detects the medium-size objects, and the third one detects the 
smallest objects in natural scene input image. Finally, for training 
YOLOv3, sum of the squared error loss is used for bounding box 
and the binary cross-entropy loss is utilized for the objectiveness 
score and class probabilities.

Generally, YOLOv3 [22] is designed to detect and classify ob-
jects in natural scene images, where the objects are dominated by 
size. However, when dataset (e.g. DIDA) consists of objects which 
occupy a small area in the image, large intra-class variations, and 
only medium and small objects grouped close together the frame-
work starts to provide poor detection performance. In Swedish 
historical handwritten documents, digits were written by differ-
ent people in different handwritten styles using different types 
of ink and dip pen. These simply generate a dataset with many 
complexities as it consists of medium and small digits, large intra-
class variations, touching digits, and many others. Therefore, since 
YOLOv3 network model cannot overcome with the aforementioned 
issues, it is necessary to design a new network architecture to pre-
cisely detect handwritten digits in historical document images. The 
proposed DIGITNET-dect, which is shown in Fig. 9, totally includes 
16 convolutional layers and 7 other layers such as 1 up-sampling, 
3 short-cut, 1 concatenation, and 2 detection. The details of the 
proposed digit detection network architecture are explained be-
low.

Backbone The backbone of the proposed framework contains 
three residual units. Each residual unit has three convolution neu-
ral network structures consisting of two 3 × 3 and one 1 × 1
convolution filers. At the end of each residual block, an element-
wise addition is performed between the input and output vectors. 
Batch Normalization is used after each convolutional layer followed 
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Fig. 10. The CNN models for handwritten digit recognition.
by the Leaky ReLU activation function. Moreover, similar to YOLOv3 
structure no pooling layer is used. Indeed, instead of pooling layer 
a convolutional layer with stride 2 is employed to down-sample 
the feature map. The down-sampling step is performed in four 
convolutional layers where three of them are located in the first 
layers of the residual units and one in separate convolutional 
layer.

Head subnet The head subnet of the proposed neural network 
architecture adopts a feature pyramid network [41] to segment 
digits at two different scales. This is in contrast with the orig-
inal YOLOv3 network architecture [22] as it uses 3-scale detec-
tion strategy. The main reason that feature pyramid network is 
used is due to the fact that this strategy augments a convolu-
tional network with a top-down pathway and lateral connections. 
In this manner, the network efficiently constructs a multi-scale 
feature pyramid from an input image. In the proposed architec-
ture, the two levels of the pyramid can be used for segmenting 
digits with various sizes. More specifically, the lower resolution 
feature maps have larger strides that leads to a very coarse rep-
resentation of the input image, which is assigned for large-to-
medium-size digit detection. While the higher resolution feature 
maps have more fine-grained features and are used for small-size 
digit detection. The proposed network architecture builds feature 
pyramid network on the top of the backbone architecture and con-
structs a pyramid with down-sampling strides 16 and 8. It uses 
concatenation to perform the merging step in lateral connections 
instead of element-wise addition used in the original feature pyra-
mid network [41]. In other words, the concatenation layer is used 
to take a feature map from earlier in the network and merge it 
with up-sampled features to get more meaningful semantic in-
formation. In the proposed architecture, instead of using a fully-
connected layer, a 1 × 1 convolutional layer with the tensor shapes 
of 26 × 26 × (3 × (4 + 1 + 10)) for the lower resolution feature 
maps and 52 × 52 × (3 × (4 + 1 + 10)) for the higher resolution 
feature maps are used. As a result, at each scale, the number of 
filters in the last convolutional layer is set to 45.

Anchors Anchors are widely used and adopted in the state-of-
the-art detection methods such as Faster R-CNN [42], single shot 
multibox detector [30], YOLOv2 [31] and YOLOv3 [22]. The anchor 
boxes are one of the most important and critical parameters in 
achieving high detection rate and they should be selected based 
on the scale and size of objects in the training data. Generally, se-
lecting large number of anchor boxes will allow for greater overlap 
between prior boxes and bounding boxes. However, as the quantity 
of anchor boxes rises, the depth of last convolution layer before de-
tection layers increases linearly, which results in large network size 
and high computational time. Therefore for a reasonable trade-off 
between accuracy and speed, YOLOv3 uses 9 anchor boxes (3 for 
each scale). However, since there are two scales in the proposed 
network architecture, the default number of anchor boxes is set to 
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6. The proposed method uses k-means clustering, where k = 6, on 
training annotations to automatically find optimum priors boxes. 
This is a vital task as estimating optimal anchor boxes, which are 
defined as box dimensions, results in high overlap between ground 
truth digits and prior boxes. Note that the estimated 6 anchors are 
sorted based on area and then distributed evenly across scales (3 
for low resolution digit feature maps and 3 for higher resolution 
digit feature maps). In this manner, feature maps learn to be re-
sponsive to particular scales of the digits. Moreover, the proposed 
method only assigns one prior box for each ground truth box. Con-
sequently, only the prior box which has the highest intersection 
over union with the ground truth label will be responsible for pre-
dicting a digit. This simply ensures that an anchor box predicts 
ground truth for a digit centered at its own cell center, and not a 
cell far away.

Limitation in DIGITNET-dect In the DIGITNET-dect, each obtained 
box predicts the classes of digits in the training set. To achieve this, 
there are two possible approaches which are softmax classifier and 
logistic classifier. In this paper, DIGITNET-dect uses independent 
logistic classifier, which is a multi-label approach, to better model 
the data. The softmax classifier is not used because it imposes the 
assumption that each box has exactly one class which is often not 
the case in our dataset as there are many overlapping digits. Even 
though, in our problem, multi-label classifier provides very good 
model for digit detection, it gives low recognition accuracy rate, 
especially when the correlation between feature maps and class 
variables becomes complex. Therefore, we propose to detect digits 
using DIGITNET-dect and providing each obtained bounding boxes 
to a DIGITNET-rec architecture model to make fine classification, 
which is discussed in the next subsection.

3.2. DIGITNET-rec: handwritten digit recognition network architecture

In the DIGITNET-rec, a digit classifier based on the Convolu-
tional Neural Network (CNN) is applied to recognize the detected 
digits. In order to achieve high recognition accuracy, three differ-
ent CNN-based handwritten digit classifiers are constructed which 
consist of number of layers such as convolutional, batch normaliza-
tion, max-pooling, fully-connected layers and softmax layer. More-
over, the training was performed with the Stochastic Gradient De-
scent technique using the back-propagation with mini-batches of 
256 instances and the DIDA Dataset I. Finally to recognize digit 
strings, the classification results of three CNNs are combined using 
max-voting scheme.

Each constructed classifier consists of different numbers of con-
volutional layers, kernel sizes, filters and strides and Fig. 10 sum-
marizes the parameters used in all three classifiers. For instance, 
the model 1 as shown in Fig. 10 has 3 convolutional layers, 2 max-
pooling layers and 2 fully-connected layers, and 10 output layers. 
In the first convolutional layer, the kernel size, stride and number 
of filters are 3 × 3, 1 and 16 (3 × 3@1@16) respectively, and max 
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pooling layer (2 × 2@2@16) is applied in the second layer. In the 
third layer, the convolutional layer (5 × 5@1@64) is applied which 
includes 64 filters with the kernel size of 5 × 5 and stride is 1. 
In the fourth layer, max pooling (2 × 2@2@16) is applied. In the 
next layer, 64 filters with the kernel size of 5 × 5 and stride is 1
are used 5 × 5@1@64. Two fully-connected layers are used, which 
each one has 128 nodes. Note that, ReLU is used as an activation 
function in the convolutional and fully-connected layers. In the last 
layer, Softmax is applied as a last layer to estimate the probabil-
ities of output classes. The highest probability of the class shows 
the desired output. Total number of training examples present in a 
single batch is 256 and epoch size is 10. The other two classifiers 
have different numbers of convolutional and fully connected layers 
as shown in Fig. 10.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Handwritten digit detection methods

The proposed digit detection method is evaluated against four 
state-of-the-art digit detection methods and two one-step deep 
learning object detection methods. To detect digits in histor-
ical documents using digit detection algorithms, the methods 
based on Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) [11], Connected Component 
(COC) [12], Features of Connected Component (FEC) [13], Skele-
ton (SKE) [17] are implemented. In addition, the performance of 
the DIGITNET-dect architecture is assessed against YOLOv3-tiny 
and YOLOv3 [22]. The digit detection algorithms [11–13,17] are 
free of using any parameters. In the proposed digit detection 
method and compared object detection algorithms, anchor boxes 
are used to predict bounding boxes. Note that YOLOv3 algorithm 
uses nine anchors whereas the propose and YOLOv3-tiny methods 
employ six anchors. In YOLOv3, nine anchors are selected using 
k-means clustering and they are set to (3, 7), (10, 13), (16, 30), 
(33, 23), (50, 71), (92, 65), (100, 90), (110, 120), and (130, 188). In 
YOLOv3-tiny the last 6 aforementioned anchors are used, whereas 
in the DIGITNET-dect the first 6 ones are employed. In all meth-
ods, the parameters such as learning rate, batch size, subdivision, 
and epoch are 0.0001 and 64, 16, and 50, 000, respectively. The 
models are trained and tested on a computer with a single NVIDIA 
GTX 1050TI GPU, an Intel i9-8950HK CPU, and 16 GB RAM.

4.2. Digit detection performance using various datasets

In the first experiment, digit detection performance is analysed 
using three different datasets which are extended MNIST, extended 
USPS and created the new dataset DIDA. Each dataset is used to 
train the proposed deep learning model, separately. We randomly 
split each dataset into training (75%), testing (15%) and validation 
(10%) sets. Moreover, 100, 000 handwritten digit strings which are 
obtained from the Swedish historical handwritten document im-
ages are used for testing.

The publicly available MNIST and USPS datasets consist of
70, 000 and 9, 298 samples, respectively. Because of the size varia-
tions of the handwritten digits on the Swedish historical document 
images, the images in the MNIST and USPS datasets are upsam-
pled with various resolution sizes. Hence, the extended MNIST and 
USPS datasets include 240, 000 and 205, 894 digit images, respec-
tively. In the MNIST and USPS datasets, the digits’ pixels are in 
grayscale and the background is black. In order to fairly compare 
the datasets, the digits’ pixels are fused into the cropped docu-
ment images (416 × 416 × 3) and labelled with the same manner 
that the DIDA dataset III is generated.

The first experiment focuses on analysing and understanding 
the handwritten digit detection performance of the DIGITNET-dect 
8

Table 1
Digit detection performance using different digit 
datasets trained on the proposed DIGITNET-dect 
model.

Dataset Correct detection rate

Extended-MNIST 52.83%
Extended-USPS 39.48%
DIDA 75.96%

which is trained on any of the aforementioned datasets. More-
over, diversities and similarities of different digit datasets are 
analysed and discussed for single digit detection in digit strings. 
The proposed detection model is separately trained on the ex-
tended MNIST dataset, extended USPS and DIDA datasets. Thus, 
three different trained models have been obtained using these digit 
datasets. Each trained model is tested on 100, 000 digit string im-
ages selected from the DIDA dataset II. The results are tabulated 
in Table 1. In this paper, the Correct Detection (CD) rate is de-
fined as C D = TP

(TP+FP)
× 100%, where T P is True Positive and F P is 

False Positive. To determine whether a predicted bounding box by 
a model is T P or F P the overlap between digit detection results 
and ground-truth bounding box is considered. When the IoU score 
is greater than 0.5, it is considered a T P , else it is considered a 
F P .

According to the results, the proposed model trained on the 
DIDA provides the highest detection rate 75.96%. The DIGITNET-
dect model trained on the extended USPS gives the poorest de-
tection performance 39.48% and the detection performance of the 
model trained on the extended MNIST is 52.83%. The results in-
dicate that there are diversities between the digits on the exist-
ing datasets (MNIST and USPS) and the DIDA. More specifically, 
these low detection rates simply mean that the samples in the 
DIDA dataset contain different digit patterns than the other digit 
datasets, and hence, the proposed DIGITNET-dect trained by other 
datasets cannot detect the digits very well on the historical hand-
written numeral string images.

4.3. Comparison of digit detection methods on Swedish handwritten 
document images

First, we examine the performance of the proposed handwritten 
digit detection (DIGITNET-dect) method to detect the handwritten 
digits on the numeral string images. To analyze the results, the 
proposed DIGITNET-dect method is compared with the SOM-based 
digit detection method [11], COC-based digit detection method 
[12], FEC-based digit detection method [13], SKE-based digit de-
tection method [17], YOLOv3-tiny and YOLOv3 [22]. Note that, 
the proposed detection model, YOLOv3 [22] and YOLOv3-tiny are 
trained on the DIDA dataset III. Moreover, test images are selected 
from the DIDA dataset II where 4, 200 numeral string images have 
been used. The implemented algorithms have been applied to de-
tect digits on six different types of numeral string issues which are
Type I: Single-Touch (467 test images), Type II: Multi-Touch (185 
test images), Type III: Broken (256 test images), Type IV: Degrada-
tion (456 test images), Type V: Faint or invisibility (286 test im-
ages) and Type VI: No artefacts (2550 test images). Table 2 shows 
the comparison results of correct detection rates of the imple-
mented algorithms for different numeral string issues. According 
to results, the proposed DIGITNET-dect method provides the best 
correct detection rates in all types of issues and the overall correct 
detection rate is estimated at 76.84% and YOLOv3-tiny gives the 
second best performance with 69.56%. On the other hand, YOLOv3 
gives the lowest detection rate with 45.21% and performs poor-
est for three types of issues which are the Types I, II, and VI. 
The main reason that YOLOv3 provides the least accurate results 
is due to the fact that the network depth is very high for digit 
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Table 2
Correct detection rates of the algorithms for different numeral string issues.

Method Issues

Type I Type II Type III Type IV Type V Type VI Total
Images 467 185 256 456 286 2550 Detec. rate

SKE [17] 356 104 86 166 73 2346 53.33%
COC [12] 368 106 124 178 104 2402 59.02%
FEC [13] 374 116 139 195 128 2386 63.03%
SOM [11] 345 98 88 206 97 2304 55.11%
YOLOv3 [22] 268 52 98 175 78 2086 45.21%
tiny-YOLO 366 94 168 297 182 2392 69.56%
DIGITNET-dect 384 122 184 328 208 2456 76.84%
detection problem so that accuracy gets saturated due to high 
training error. Moreover, the proposed detection framework pro-
vides higher performance than the YOLOv3-tiny as the DIGITNET-
dect downsamples the input images by factors of 16 and 8 but, 
the YOLOv3-tiny downsamples the input images by factors of 32
and 16 which leads to relatively course features for digit differ-
entiation. In other words, YOLOv3-tiny due to this downsampling 
strategy poses a problem for small-scale digits. Furthermore, other 
handwritten digit detection methods which are FEC [13], COC [12], 
SOM [11], and SKE [17] provide the third, fourth, fifth and sixth 
best digit detection performance, respectively. Based on the results 
in different cases, these methods are successful mostly for single-
touch and no artefact cases because they are designed to resolve 
one or two type digit detection issues on the numeral string im-
ages. These results also clarify that the methods have difficulties 
to detect the digits when the challenges become more complex. 
Clearly, the DIGITNET-dect gives the highest detection accuracy 
compared to the other methods.

Fig. 11 depicts some numeral strings that are correctly de-
tected using our proposed approach and it also shows that our 
algorithm can detect digits in various cases such as single- or 
multiple-touching numeral strings, faint and broken. On the other 
hand, state-of-the-art methods cannot overcome all detection is-
sues. For instance, the method proposed by Gattal et al. [12] can 
partially detect the digit 8 as the digit deal with invisibility issue. 
Therefore, this algorithm cannot separate the digit fully. Moreover, 
the SKE-based digit detection method [17] and YOLOv3-tiny cannot 
detect the digit 8. Additionally, the results on other three images 
which include connected numeral strings show that the compared 
methods cannot separate the digits with high accuracy and provide 
high miss detection rates, but the proposed approach can detect 
the connected digits with higher detection rate. Furthermore, more 
numeral string images are tested to detect the digits using the pro-
posed method and the results are illustrated in Fig. 12. Based on 
the results, the proposed detection approach DIGITNET-dect per-
forms well to separate digits from the numeral string images with 
various handwritten detection issues.

In the second experiment, all the handwritten digit detection 
methods have been tested on 200, 000 digit string images and the 
results are tabulated in Table 3. Note that, the proposed DIGITNET-
dect model, YOLOv3 [22] and YOLOv3-tiny are trained on DIDA 
dataset III. The results show that the highest handwritten digit 
detection rate is achieved using the proposed digit detection ar-
chitecture with 70.15% and the lowest rate is obtained using the 
YOLOv3 [22] with 48.56%. The second-highest performance be-
longs to the YOLOv3-tiny method with 64.48% detection accuracy 
rate. The third- and fourth-best detection performance belong to 
Gattal et al. [12] and Chen et al. [17] with detection accuracy rate 
of 60.23% and 58.18%, respectively. The main issues with the other 
methods are that 1) they mostly focus on one type or two-types of 
digit detection problem and 2) they use non-effective approaches 
such as combination of image procession techniques. Moreover, ef-
ficient deep learning methods such as YOLOv3 and YOLOv3-tiny 
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have also been trained on the DIDA dataset III and the results 
depict that YOLOv3-tiny performs better than the YOLOv3. One 
reason can be because of the fact that YOLOv3 architecture has 
75 convolutional layers, which causes the network to overfit to 
the training set. Consequently, the overall results show that the 
proposed DIGITNET-dect model outperforms the compared state-
of-the-art methods.

4.4. Comparison of digit recognition methods

This experiment aims at understanding and analyzing the ef-
fectiveness and robustness of the proposed DIGITNET-rec model 
which is compared with different machine learning classifiers. In 
this experiment, DIDA dataset I has been used for training, which 
consists of 250, 000 single digit samples and the detected dig-
its which are obtained using three best digit detection methods 
have been used for testing. Table 4 illustrates the recognition ac-
curacy of the trained classifiers. The results show that the clas-
sifiers achieve high recognition rates for the digits detected us-
ing the DIGITNET-dect. According to the results, the highest and 
lowest recognition results are achieved using the DIGITNET-rec 
and kNN classifier with 97.12% and 80.10%, respectively. More-
over, HOG-SVM classifier obtains the second-best recognition rate 
with 96.05% since Support Vector Machine (SVM) applies with the 
Histogram Oriented Gradient (HOG) feature extraction technique. 
Other methods which are Random Forest, Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNN) and SVM apply on the raw pixels. Amongst them, 
RNN performs slightly better than the other methods and it finds 
95.88%. These results verify that DIGITNET-dect detects the lo-
cations of the boundaries of the digits on numeral strings more 
accurately than the YOLOv3-tiny and the FEC which increases the 
performance of the classifiers. Moreover, the recognition perfor-
mance of the classifiers with the YOLOv3-tiny digit detection algo-
rithm is worse than the FEC digit detection algorithm even though 
YOLOv3-tiny provides better detection results than the FEC as dis-
cussed in the previous subsection. The main reason is that the 
FEC digit detection algorithm detects the boundary of the digits 
on the numeral strings which raises the performance of the classi-
fiers.

Table 5 shows the impact of using ensemble model as com-
pared to the three individual deep learning classifier models in 
DIGITNET-rec. The results indicate that using DIGITNET-rec with 
ensemble model provides the best recognition accuracy.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a large historical handwritten digit dataset named 
DIDA is introduced (publicly available from: https://didadataset .
github .io /DIDA/). The dataset has been collected from the historical 
Swedish handwritten document images written between the year 
1800 and 1940 and contains: 1) single digit images with original 
appearance, 2) multi-digit images in RGB color space and 3) image 

https://didadataset.github.io/DIDA/
https://didadataset.github.io/DIDA/
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Fig. 11. Qualitative comparison of six methods on several multi-digit images from the DIDA dataset II. (a) Connected component-based digit detection method [12]; (b) Self-
Organizing Maps based digit detection method [11]; (c) Skeleton-based detection method [17]; (d) YOLOv3-tiny; (e) YOLOv3 [22]; and (f) DIGITNET-dect.
10
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Fig. 12. Detection results using the proposed DIGITNET-dect model for different digit string images.
dataset for deep learning object detection algorithms. Besides of 
the dataset, a new deep learning framework for historical hand-
written digit detection and recognition called DIGITNET is pre-
sented which consists of two steps which are DIGITNET-dect and 
DIGITNET-rec. The DIGITNET-dect is trained on the DIDA dataset III, 
MNIST, and USPS handwritten digit datasets and tested on hand-
written digit string images in DIDA dataset II. The results show 
that the model trained on the DIDA dataset provides the highest 
detection rate. Moreover, the experimental results verify effective-
11
ness and efficiency of the DIGITNET-dect, which outperforms the 
state-of-the-art digit detection methods as well as deep learning 
methods. In the DIGITNET-rec, three different convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNN) architectures are constructed for recognition 
of the detected digits and then majority voting is used to recog-
nize detected digits. Consequently, the proposed DIGITNET model 
achieves the highest handwritten digit detection and digit string 
recognition rates in the historical Swedish handwritten document 
images.
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Table 3
Handwritten digit detection performance using 
different detection methods on 200, 000 hand-
written digit string images.

Method Correct detection rate

SKE [17] 58.18%
COC [12] 60.23%
FEC [13] 52.26%
SOM [11] 55.24%
YOLOv3 [22] 48.56%
YOLOv3-tiny 64.48%
DIGITNET-dect 70.15%

Table 4
Recognition accuracy of the machine learning methods with the handwritten digit 
detection methods which are YOLOv3-tiny, FEC [12] and DIGITNET-dect.

Method Recognition accuracy

YOLOv3-tiny FEC [13] DIGITNET-dect

DIGITNET-rec 88.59 % 96.13 % 97.12%
SVM 80.68 % 92.01 % 94.56%
HOG-SVM 83.42 % 94.14 % 96.05%
kNN 80.10 % 88.55 % 94.04%
Random Forest 82.36 % 90.33 % 95.34%
RNN 81.76 % 92.56 % 95.88%

Table 5
The impact of using ensemble model in DIGITNET-rec as com-
pared to three individual deep learning classifier models.

Method Recognition accuracy

DIGITNET-rec with Ensemble 97.12%
DIGITNET-rec with Model-1 95.47%
DIGITNET-rec with Model-2 94.18%
DIGITNET-rec with Model-3 94.76%

This work focuses on handwritten digit string recognition in 
Swedish historical document images using a deep learning frame-
work, however to automatically analyze whole document images, 
it is important to extend the current work with: 1) creating a new 
dataset which would include Swedish characters and words and 2) 
developing a new deep learning framework to be able to segment 
and recognize characters and words.
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